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Abstract 

Selection is the process of acquiring targets for subsequent operations (e.g., moving or 

rotating them) in Virtual Reality (VR) systems. Many selection techniques have been 

introduced to improve selection performance; nonetheless, 3D selection is still 

cumbersome. We developed a technique to improve selection time and accuracy 

concurrently by combining progressive refinement and CountMarks. Our technique, 

Multi-Touch Progressive Refinement (MTPR), enhanced conventional progressive 

refinement’s quad menu object selection by using CountMarks, a multi-finger touch-

based technique previously developed to facilitate marking menu selection on 

smartphones.  

In a first user study, we compared our technique with progressive refinement and 

multi-touch techniques in terms of search time, selection time, and accuracy. The results 

showed that the multi-touch was fastest and progressive refinement was most accurate. 

However, we also found that participants were slightly confused by our MTPR technique. 

Therefore, we enhanced our technique by ordering objects inside menu and labelling 

them. We ran a second study comparing our Improved Multi-Touch Progressive 

Refinement Selection Strategy (IMPReSS) with the previous two techniques. The result 

demonstrated that IMPReSS was both the fastest and most accurate of all the techniques 

evaluated.  
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Chapter  1: Introduction 

When Virtual Reality (VR) was first introduced to the world in 1968 [68], no one could 

have predicted its uses today. Recently, the potential impact of VR in everyday life 

became evident when the pandemic began. VR and Augmented Reality (AR) will shape 

and play more critical roles in the future in human life. Today, many industries like 

healthcare, retail, tourism, real estate, education, social and marketing use VR in their 

experiences [22,23,33,44,53,63]. 

 Improvements to VR hardware and software will generally enhance VR 

experiences and, more importantly, increase its usability and make it more favored 

among people as result. For example, recent advances in VR technology have led to more 

comfortable, lighter, wireless, and more cost-effective head-mounted displays (HMD) 

such as Oculus Quest2 [15,43]. In addition, tracking systems can now track hands and 

fingers more accurately, which enhances immersion [11] in VR. Advanced development 

tools such as Unity3D [64] and the Unreal engine [65] are now more accessible for all 

people by allowing them to create a free account, with many freely available 

development resources and tutorials. 

 While VR hardware and development tools are advancing rapidly, VR researchers 

are focusing on improving the interaction capabilities of VR such as selection, 

manipulation, navigation, and haptic feedback. Selection is among the most critical tasks 

since most subsequent operations are dependent on selection. For instance, prior to 

manipulating an object — and potentially detecting any haptic feedback it provides — 

users must first select the object. Improving selection performance will improve the 
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whole VR experience for users, e.g., making the system more usable and potentially 

improving presence [25] in VR.  

Many selection techniques have been introduced to improve selection accuracy 

and speed [18,20,27,47,49]; however, the 3D selection is still cumbersome [37]. Two key 

challenges are to create optimized selection techniques that perform efficiently when 

selecting targets in dense Virtual Environments (VEs) or for remote/small objects. 

Progressive refinement is a recent class of optimized selection techniques 

introduced by Kopper et al. [30]. Progressive refinement breaks the overall target 

selection task down into sequence smaller selections by opening a quad menu (a square 

menu consisting of four triangles placed together side by side) at each step. The 

advantage of these techniques is that users do not need to select the target object precisely 

in the first step, e.g., with a ray. Instead, they select a cluster of objects in the general 

vicinity of the target without high precision. Then a quad menu opens, which contains all 

objects selected in the first cluster, presented on a 2D menu. The user then selects the 

quadrant containing the target object, refining the selection. The objects on that quadrant 

get reorganized onto the four quadrants of the quad menu on the next iteration of the 

selection process. The process repeats until just the target object remains, at which point 

selection is trivial. Progressive refinement is a fast selection technique, but not in all 

environments. Previous studies have shown that progressive refinement is not effective in 

low-density environments [30]. The primary advantage of such techniques is the added 

precision in high-density virtual environments. Selection of the desired object becomes a 

sequence of simple 2D selection tasks [61,62] rather than trying to precisely select an 

object in 3D in the presence of numerous distractors.  
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More recently, Pollack et al. devised a new multi-finger touchscreen-based menu 

selection technique called CountMarks [48]. CountMarks combined count menus [5], 

where the user touches a number of fingers to the screen corresponding to the desired 

item of selection, with marking menus [38], a gesture-based method where a pie menu 

allows users to select their desired items by swiping their finger in the correct direction 

(e.g., up, down, right, left). With CountMarks, the directional gesture-based aspect of 

marking menus was combined with the multi-touch feature of the count menu. Multiple 

items were shown on each sub-menu of a radial menu. The number of fingers touched to 

the screen indicates which item inside a menu should be selected, while swiping in a 

direction indicates which menu should be selected. Consequently, CountMarks is good 

for situations when the number of items are high since it reduces the number of menus 

open (the level users need to dig to select the target object). This characteristic decreases 

the selection time. For instance, if we have three items in each menu and the target object 

is in the second position, users can place two fingers on the screen and swipe it to the 

desired menu direction and select the target object, without going one level deeper to the 

menu. 

 Another power of CountMarks technique is that it uses the now-ubiquitous 

smartphone as a VR controller. VR controllers allow the user to interact with and control 

their actions in VR [67]. They facilitate various interaction techniques, including those 

for object selection and manipulation or locomotion in the environment. When we use a 

smartphone as a VR controller, we can make a better VR experience for users. For 

instance, imagine a user playing a VR game. If their phone rings while they are playing, 

they have to stop the game, take off the head-mounted display, and answer their phone. 
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However, if they could use the smartphone as a controller, they can see who is calling 

when they are playing and decide whether to answer their phone. Hence, they do not need 

to stop and break their experience. Previous work has shown that smartphones show 

promise as VR controllers [2,13]; however, these works are not vast.  

Our analysis of related work suggested that progressive refinement and 

CountMarks are complementary techniques, and we developed a new technique on them. 

Since this, the directional aspect of CountMarks (for selecting the target object inside the 

menu) maps well to the quad menu with progressive refinement. Also, the multi-touch 

aspect of CountMarks introduces the possibility of “short-circuiting” the quad menu 

hierarchy in progressive refinement by skipping some menu levels for selecting the target 

object inside the quad menu. On the other hand, careless selection in the first step of 

progressive refinement with sphere-casting and distributing many selected objects into 

quad menus is a substantial value that could be enhanced by changing sphere-casting to a 

directional multi-touch method. In addition, CountMarks uses a smartphone as a VR 

controller and offers a great opportunity to investigate smartphone performance for 

selection tasks in VR. Consequently, we decided to combine the CountMarks with 

progressive refinement and propose a new technique – Multi-Touch Progressive 

Refinement (MTPR) that uses a smartphone as a controller – to improve previous 

techniques and solve their problems in this thesis. 

1.1 Contribution 

In our proposed technique of MTPR, we combine the quad menu feature of progressive 

refinement and the multi-touch gesture-based feature of CountMarks. Based on the 

rationale above, we developed a smartphone-based application to act as a VR controller 
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using MTPR. Users hold the smartphone like a VR controller and can select a cluster of 

objects in the vicinity of the target. Like with progressive refinement, a quad menu 

containing the selected cluster of objects with the target object opens. Then users can 

select the target object by putting an appropriate number of fingers on the smartphone’s 

touch screen and swiping in the desired direction.  

We present two experiments evaluating the effectiveness of our technique. In our 

first experiment, we compared the efficiency of MTPR to conventional progressive 

refinement and a multi-touch approach (i.e., standard selection method in smartphones). 

The concept and fundamental approach of these three techniques are very similar, but we 

hypothesized that MTPR offers faster selection time than progressive refinement and 

multi-touch regardless of environment density. The rationale behind the hypothesis was 

that our technique lets users skip parts of the menu selection hierarchy. We also 

hypothesized that finger error rate (i.e., frequency of incorrect number of fingers on the 

screen) is high in MTPR for all densities, due to uncertainty about how many fingers 

should be placed on the touch screen. We compared the techniques in terms of search 

time, selection time and selection accuracy in different environment densities (low-

medium-high) with the mentioned two techniques.  

In our second experiment, we enhanced the MTPR according to the result of the 

first study. We found that the technique was limited by users being unable to determine 

how many fingers to put on the screen when swiping. We improved the technique to 

better show the target object’s position in the menu to the user and make it recognizable. 

This improvement helps to ensure that users do not need to think about how many fingers 

they have to put on top of the screen and can immediately take action. We also used even 
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more dense virtual environments, since a cluttered environment is one of the key factors 

that affects selection time and accuracy directly. We measured and compared the search 

time, selection time, and accuracy again between our technique and the other two 

techniques (progressive refinement and multi-touch) in new densities.  

In both experiments, participants completed a selection task in a virtual library, 

where they had to find a specific book each time. We also asked participants to share 

their experiences using that interaction technique at the end of each trial. Ultimately, our 

results show that the unpredictable nature of how many fingers to use in MTPR make 

users confused and we needed to improve that. We enhanced the technique by ordering 

items distribution inside the menu and showing objects’ positions. After the 

enhancement, the result of the second study revealed that improved MTPR is a faster and 

more accurate selection technique than progressive refinement and multi-touch, 

especially in highly dense environments.    

1.2 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 describes background literature along with different types of selection 

techniques based on task decomposition [37]. We mainly focus on methods that are based 

on pointing, progressive refinement, counting, and marking menu selection. Chapter 3 

describes our design and implementation of the MTPR technique and Improved Multi-

Touch Progressive Refinement Selection Strategy (IMPReSS). Chapter 4 presents our 

first experiment and shows the efficiency of MTPR compared to two other selection 

techniques. Chapter 5 evaluates IMPReSS compared to two other techniques. Finally, 

chapter 6 discusses our findings and provides discussions, limitations, and future 

possibilities of IMPReSS.   
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Chapter  2: Literature Review 

This chapter describes previous work on selection methods in VR. Selection is a 

fundamental task in VR and involves the acquisition of a specific object or group of 

objects from a set [37]. In the real world, selection tasks typically involve picking up one 

or more objects with the hand but could also involve pointing to them or indicating them 

via speech [33]. Selection tasks in VR are defined similarly. It is one of the most critical 

interactions in VR since it is required prior to performing other tasks such as object 

movement, rotation, and scaling. 

Kopper et al. argue [30] that selection methods can be divided into two main categories: 

1. Immediate selection, where a target object is acquired after performing a specific 

action (e.g., touch or point to it and press a button) 

2. Progressive refinement, which involves refining a subset of the objects to a 

smaller group until only the desired object remains. 

We briefly describe some immediate selection techniques but mostly focus on 

progressive refinement techniques [30] since our count-mark menu technique extends this 

idea [48]. There are many different techniques in each category; we describe only the 

most relevant ones here. 

2.1 Immediate Selection 

Immediate selection techniques are those that require only one step to select an object. 

Bowman et al. [36] classify these into different sub-categories based on task 

decomposition (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Immediate selection categories based on task decomposition [37]. 

 Task decomposition is based on the observation that all interaction techniques for 

a certain type of interaction (e.g., travel, selection, or manipulation) require a common set 

of fundamental elements that serve similar objectives [37]. For instance, in a selection 

task, the interaction technique should provide the user with the means to imply an object 

to select, a means to confirm the selection, and a method to deliver some form of 

feedback (e.g., visual, haptic, or auditory). The advantage of decomposing tasks in this 

way is that it helps explore the design space of a given type of interaction technique so 

that new techniques can be “assembled” by merely picking appropriate components for 

each essential element and putting them together [37].  

 While there are many VR selection methods, relatively few use a smartphone as a 

controller for selecting objects in VR [1,12,26]. Most techniques using smartphones are 

not sufficiently fast and accurate for practical usage. We propose a technique employing 

the best aspects of progressive refinement in combination with the effectiveness of 

touchscreen interaction, combined with multi-touch marking menus to improve on past 
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work in this area. We briefly explain each of the most common subcategories to discuss 

their key elements. 

2.1.1 Object Touching 

The most natural technique for selecting and manipulating objects in a 3D world is 

touching or grasping and manipulating objects with the hands. There are two main 

approaches to object touching: hand-based grasping and finger-based grasping [37]. With 

hand-based grasping techniques, the user’s virtual hand is represented using a single-

point effector. The most straightforward example is the so-called “virtual hand” 

technique [37], but other techniques such as Go-Go [49] offer improvements. With the 

virtual hand technique, the position and orientation of the user’s physical hand are 

tracked and mapped to the pose of their virtual hand in the VR scene [41]. These 

mappings are usually classified by order of control (i.e., number of integrations) of the 

tracked position of the user’s hand [54,69]. For instance, in zero-order mappings, the 

input device’s displacement changes the position of the controlled element (e.g., cursor or 

hand). With first-order mappings, the input device’s displacement yields a change in the 

speed of the controlled element. The virtual hand technique is intuitive since it replicates 

the daily interaction with objects in the real world; however, the main limitation of the 

technique is acquiring objects out of arm’s reach. To select remote objects, users must 

first move closer to the objects by using a travel technique [37]. Although, travel 

introduces additional costs in terms of time, complexity, and user attention, and many 

travel techniques also yield cybersickness [16]. Thus, selection techniques that allow the 

acquisition of remote objects without travel are attractive alternatives.  
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 The Go-Go technique is one such attempt to sidestep the travel requirement with 

virtual hands. With Go-Go, the user can interactively and nonlinearly change the virtual 

arm length by merely stretching the real hand out. Within a specific distance from the 

body, the virtual hand moves 1:1 with the real hand like a simple virtual hand technique 

— beyond this range, it extends nonlinearly with the distance from the body. Previous 

experiments [10,50] have evaluated the efficiency of selection and manipulation tasks 

with Go-Go and found that while users understood it quickly, selection efficiency was 

worse than ray-casting (see section 2.1.2 for more details) since it requires 3 DOF control 

as opposed to 2 DOF. 

Another major limitation of hand-based grasping techniques is they support only a 

single contact point, effectively losing the fidelity provided by the fingers. Finger-based 

grasping techniques [37] address this limitation, allowing users to interact with objects 

with greater precision and supporting new interactions such as twirling a virtual pen 

between one’s virtual fingers. Rigid body fingers [9], soft body fingers [26], and God 

objects [71] are some examples of the finger-based grasping technique. Rigid body 

fingers use bend-sensitive gloves, which map the user’s real hand and fingers’ position to 

the virtual one represented by a rigid body in a virtual scene. The soft body fingers 

technique has another approach and uses deformable (i.e., soft body) representations for 

the virtual fingers and applies a shape-matching algorithm that deforms the virtual 

fingers’ pads to adjust to the shape of the grasped virtual objects dynamically. While 

using algorithms has improved the efficiency of the soft body finger technique, they are 

expensive to use [60]. Thus, the concept of God objects is introduced as an alternative. 

The God object attaches to the virtual object’s rigid body and never penetrates it. By 
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assigning a God object to a tracked user position, the force direction is calculated when 

the physical position penetrates the inner space of a virtual object.  

All three techniques replicate the fingers and interactions in different fashions. 

Still, all suffer from the same limitation: without haptic feedback, it is difficult for users 

to move their fingers to perform the required selection or manipulation. Another issue is 

the discrepancy introduced between the real and virtual finger positions if virtual fingers 

cannot penetrate the virtual objects [51]. On one hand, collision avoidance improves such 

interactions, but on the other hand, if the virtual fingers are in a different position from 

the real fingers, it may confuse the users. 

2.1.2 Pointing 

Pointing techniques are another fundamental category of object selection and 

manipulation techniques. With pointing techniques, a vector (i.e., a selection ray) defines 

the pointing direction and allows the selection of any virtual object intersected by the 

vector. The selection action occurs when the user issues a trigger, such as pressing a 

button or issuing a voice command. Pointing techniques were developed to address the 

main limitation of direct touch techniques, i.e., to make it easier to select objects out of 

reach by just pointing at them. While there are several different techniques in this class, 

such as “fishing reel” [10], by far the most common (perhaps in part due to ease of 

implementation) and well-known is ray-casting [8,24,41,69]. With ray-casting, a virtual 

ray originates from the virtual hand/controller. The direction vector of the ray is 

controlled by the pose of the virtual hand or device. In situations where it is difficult or 

impractical to (accurately) track the user’s hand, the direction vector can instead be based 

on the head pose, which is referred to as gaze-based ray-casting [37]. Ray-casting is a 
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useful technique, except when high precision is required, e.g., selecting a small object at 

a far distance; such targets are difficult to select due to a combination of perspective 

scaling and the small angular motion required [14,28]. Another problem is that ray-

casting performs poorly in densely packed environments, especially when selecting 

small/remote objects. In such situations, the performance of ray-casting is limited since 

hand and tracker jitter is also amplified with increased distance [57].  

 Several techniques were developed to address this issue, such as flashlight and 

cone-casting [39]. The pointing direction works the same as standard ray-casting with 

these techniques, but it replaces the actual selection ray with a conic selection volume. 

The problem with these techniques is selection ambiguity when more than one object 

falls within the selection volume. For such cases, researchers defined additional criteria to 

select the desired object in the selection volume. With flashlight [39], for example, if 

more than one object falls into the selection cone, the object closer to the cone’s center 

line is selected. If all objects in the selection cone are the same distance to the center line, 

the object closest to the input device will be selected.  

 IntenSelect [24] and the bubble [20] cursor solve this issue in different ways. 

With IntenSelect, objects inside the selection cone are scored based on different frames. 

With the 2D bubble cursor, a circle dynamically changes its radius to find and touch the 

closest object to itself. Both techniques are suitable for selecting small or moving objects 

in cluttered environments, yet they are not fast for all types of environments. 

Vanacken et al. [66] extended the bubble cursor for use in 3D environments. The 

concept of both methods is the same, except in the 3D bubble cursor, there is a semi-

transparent sphere as a dynamic ray rather than a circle. The 3D bubble cursor is a kind of 
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enhancement of the hand-based grasping technique as well [37]. A limitation of these 

techniques is that in dense virtual environments, even small movements cause the cursor 

or ray to resize or snap [2], which increases the selection time and makes the techniques 

difficult for users to understand.   

Other techniques have been devised to improve ray-casting accuracy. One 

example is the PRISM technique (Precise and Rapid Interaction through Scaled 

Manipulation) [18]. When a user moves their real hand slower than a specific threshold, 

PRISM further scales down the motion of the user’s virtual hand, improving selection 

accuracy. Kopper et al. [31] presented the ARM (Absolute and Relative Mapping) 

technique, which is similar, and involves changing the Control/Display (C/D) ratio and 

zoom level based on an algorithm defined in the system, rather than the user’s 

distance/angle to the cursor. C/D gain is about showing the amount of movement in a 

display object. For instance, if a C/D gain is two, it means that one unit of control 

movement (i.e., mouse) is yielding two units of display movements (i.e., cursor) [46]. 

However, such techniques can offer high precision by reducing C/D gain, PRISM, and 

ARM yield with a mismatch of users’ real and virtual hand positions. More crucially, 

they require the user to interact with objects [37] carefully since any fast, slow, or sudden 

movements can dramatically and inadvertently change the C/D ratio or zoom level. These 

limitations led researchers to think about techniques that do not require precise selection 

as the first step. This led to the development of progressive refinement selection 

techniques. 
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2.1.3 Occlusion 

With occlusion techniques, the user must line up their hand/controller, etc. with the object 

that they want to select so as to occlude it [1]. Image-plane interaction [47] is an example 

of an occlusion technique. A major advantage of such techniques is that the user needs to 

control just two degrees of freedom (2DOF), which makes selection easier [62]. With 

image plane interaction, users can select and manipulate 3D objects by touching and 

manipulating their 2D projections on a virtual image plane located in front of them, rather 

than directing interaction with the object's 3D model. Although this technique works well 

for selection, it does not work well for manipulating 3D objects, as their distance from 

the user cannot be directly controlled since objects are scaled down for manipulation. The 

limitation of the scaled-world grab technique is that it does not scale well. This matter 

would make accurate selection and manipulation difficult. 

2.1.4 Indirect Selection 

Indirect selection techniques allow users to select and manipulate virtual objects without 

directly interacting with them; for example, moving example, moving up and down, or 

selecting a list of items shown on a TV screen by moving your fingers on your tablet’s 

surface. Simon [56] first proposed indirect touch, where the user can touch an external 

multi-touch surface to control the display’s cursor. Then, with a second finger, they can 

select a virtual object under the cursor [29]. Once the object is selected, users can 

manipulate it by one of the indirect manipulation techniques such as Indirect6 [56].  

There are several benefits of indirect touch, like interacting with distant objects without 

requiring travel. Indirect touch also avoids occlusion due to the user’s body, which 

visually blocks interactions, much like the so-called “fat finger” problem [58]. 
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Nonetheless, it is still time-consuming to select and manipulate virtual objects [25]. The 

motion-pointing technique [17] was designed to improve accuracy while keeping 

selection speed fast by selecting individual objects without pointing at them. With this 

technique, a specific elliptical motion is dedicated to each potential target. To select an 

object, users emulate the motion associated with the desired object using the input device. 

The technique then displays a pie menu depicting the top four known motions that best 

match the motion performed by the user. The desired object is then directly selected via 

the pie menu, and thus the number of selectable objects is reduced in this two-step 

process.  However, the technique is not appropriate for environments with many objects 

since the precision will increase. 

2.2 Progressive Refinement 

Many issues influence VR selection task difficulty, including target size, target distance, 

and density of objects in the environment. Other issues, like hand/tracker jitter and target 

movement, are not discussed here but do also impact VR selection tasks [37]. Kopper et 

al. [30] introduced progressive refinement to address these issues. 

Unlike immediate selection techniques, progressive refinement breaks the 

selection process into several steps. In the first step, the user initially selects a large set of 

objects, including the target object. The technique then supports the refinement of this 

initial selection set by progressively reducing the set of selected objects until only the 

desired one remains. This refinement component provides better control for users by 

distributing objects into a quad menu and prevents selecting the wrong object (see Figure 

2). 
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Figure 2: Left) Progressive refinement first step selection; selecting target area. Right) Progressive 

refinement second step, distributing selected objects inside a quad menu [30]. 

Kopper discussed three components for progressive refinement. The first is the 

type of progression, which evaluates selectable objects in each frame, either in a discrete 

or continuous series of actions. The second is the refinement criteria that define how the 

user reduces the number of selectable objects. The last component is the method to 

display the selectable objects. Improvement in any or all of these components improves 

the overall selection process.   

According to Mendes et al. [40], there are two types of progressive refinement: 

discrete and continuous. There are a few examples of each, as described in the following 

sections.     

2.2.1 Discrete Progressive Refinement  

With discrete progressive refinement, one or many separate (i.e., discrete) actions happen 

iteratively to select an object. For example, suppose the user wants to zoom in to see the 

target object better. In that case, they should repeat the zoom action as many times as 

necessary to reach the desired zoom level, rather than pressing and holding the trigger 

button once. The SQUAD technique [30] is one example of a discrete progressive 
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refinement technique. SQUAD employs sphere-casting and a QUAD menu (hence the 

name SQUAD), which reduces the number of selected items step by step to reach the 

target object. First, users select a set of objects, including the target object using sphere-

casting, a variation of ray-casting (selects only one object) with a sphere-shaped selection 

volume on the end of the ray (selects more than one object). All objects inside the 

selection sphere define the initial “cluster” of selected objects. Then, the selected objects 

are spread evenly across the four quadrants of a quad menu. The user can then select the 

target object's desired quadrant using ray-casting (see Figure 2). After choosing the 

desired quadrant, objects in all other quadrants are discarded from the quad menu in 

subsequent steps of the selection process. The remaining selectable objects (i.e., those in 

the selected quadrant) are again re-distributed among a four-quadrant menu. Users repeat 

this process, reducing the number of selectable objects by three-quarters with each step 

until only the target object remains. At this point, the selection is trivial. 

SQUAD offered significantly better accuracy than ray-casting [37]. Still, it was 

found to be slower than ray-casting except when selecting small objects or in low-density 

environments, i.e., where density refers to the number of objects in a unit of space. High-

density environments have many objects per unit of space in the environment, whereas 

low-density environments have few objects per unit of space. Higher density 

environments require more steps through the refinement process, increasing selection 

time.  

One issue with SQUAD is that users lose the original view of the virtual 

environment during the quadrant menus step since SQUAD replaces the room view with 

the menu view. Hence, SQUAD may negatively impact presence, the feeling of being 
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physically and spatially located in an environment in VR [11]. The Expand technique 

[12] was proposed as a solution for this problem. Like SQUAD, Expand first selects a 

group of objects, including the target object, which are placed in the VR scene but 

employs a different refinement mechanism. With Expand, the user's view zooms to the 

area they defined in the first step (same VR scene that object were selected initially), 

rather than opening out-of-context quad menus like SQUAD. Users then can choose the 

target object using ray pointing (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: With the Expand technique, selectable objects remain in their original context while clones 

are displayed in a virtual grid for making a final selection [37]. 

Cashio et al. [12] compared these techniques and report that Expand is faster than 

SQUAD, especially in dense environments, but offers lower accuracy. However, neither 

SQUAD nor Expand perform well in dense environments. A limitation of both Expand 

and SQUAD is that environments with packed virtual objects put more objects in the 

initial selection volume. This ultimately increases selection time since the initial 

refinement menu has more objects in it, necessitating additional steps to refine the 
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selection. Based on this observation, Bacim et al. [3] proposed the double bubble 

technique, which uses a 3D bubble cursor [20] to reduce the number of objects selected in 

the first step. If there is only a single object in the bubble when the user confirms the 

selection, it is selected directly. If there is more than one object, all selected objects in the 

bubble spread into a menu in the image plane, similar to the Expand technique. Both 

selection steps required by double bubble are fast and do not require high precision, like 

SQUAD. Double bubble was found to offer better speed and accuracy compared to ray-

casting.  

Other techniques like discrete zoom [4] and PRECIOUS (Progressive REfinement 

using Cone-casting in Immersive virtual environments for OUt-of-reach object Selection) 

[40] are both discrete progressive refinement techniques designed for selection accuracy. 

Discrete zoom distributes the scene into regions like SQUAD’s quadrant menu (Figure 

4). Users can point to an object to select it directly or point to the target object’s region to 

zoom in, increasing the target size. After selecting the object, the view returns to its 

original un-zoomed state. 

 

Figure 4: Three refinement steps of the discrete zoom technique [4], left) the first zoom level, middle) 

the second zoom level, right) the third zoom level. 

PRECIOUS uses a selection cone volume cast from the user’s virtual hand. 

Moving closer to the objects offers a more accurate selection (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: PRECIOUS technique: (a) selection cone intersecting various objects, (b) refinement phase, 

moving the user closer to the objects, (c) single object selection, (d) returning to the original position 

with the object selected [40]. 

With both techniques, the desired location is zoomed in to the user, whether by 

moving the scene closer to the user (discrete zoom) or the user closer to the scene 

(PRECIOUS). Unlike SQUAD, the quadrants menu is always visible (and transparent) 

with discrete zoom, preserving user presence. Both techniques achieve high accuracy by 

sacrificing speed. According to previous studies, providing both good speed and high 

accuracy with one technique requires consideration of the target size and the environment 

density [4]. This is because these are two important factors that affect selection speed and 

accuracy the most. For example, it is more time-consuming to find a tennis ball than a 

football ball in a virtual store since it is smaller. Therefore, while SQUAD works well for 

selecting tiny targets, the zoom techniques may work better in cluttered environments, 

while Expand is faster than discrete zoom [34]. 

2.2.2 Continuous Progressive Refinement  

Unlike discrete progressive refinement techniques, continuous progressive refinement 

techniques use one or more continuous actions to acquire the target object. For example, 

continuous zoom [4] is similar to discrete zoom, except instead of spreading the scene to 

a quadrant menu, it zooms to the cursor area continuously and constantly (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Three snapshots of different zoom levels achieved with the continuous zoom technique [4]. 

With the intent-driven selection (IDS) technique [45], users manually adjust the 

selection sphere volume and zoom in and out into the environment by changing their 

hand and finger position, making the sphere smaller or bigger until it reaches the target 

object. However, selecting objects far from arms-length is difficult because of the 

physical constraints of real hand gestures and positioning.  

Other techniques that are similar in concept are based on ray-casting [8] or cone-

casting [40]. Flower ray [21] is one example, which is the enhanced method of depth ray 

and lock ray [21]. With flower ray, when the user wants to select an object, the items 

intersected with the pointing ray are selection candidates. The user then presses and holds 

a button first to lock the point and then to distribute the intersected items into a marking 

menu (see section 2.3 for details). Depth ray is faster than flower ray and lock ray; 

however, they offer comparable accuracy. However, none offer high selection speed in 

dense environments.  

Shadow cone-casting [57] was designed for group selection, but it did not solve 

the selection speed issue. Shadow cone-casting works like flashlight, except there are no 

pre-defined rules for selecting objects inside the cone. With this technique, when a group 

of objects is contained in the selection cone, the user can press a button and move their 
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hand to reduce the number of selected objects. Whenever users release the button, all 

objects inside the cone will be considered as target objects.  

The disambiguation canvas [14] is another method based on progressive 

refinement, which uses a mobile device as a controller. This technique uses two steps. 

First, the user selects the target object’s region by pointing the mobile device into the area 

and using a volume casting technique. Second, a rectangle appears in front of the user by 

touching the screen, rearranging the selected object in a matrix form. The user can then 

select the desired object by touching the screen to move a cursor. Such a technique is 

potentially convenient due to the familiarity of mobile devices. However, the technique 

does not offer fast selection since many objects in the cone make the selection task 

difficult. 

2.3 Marking Menus and Count Menus 

A marking menu [36] is a selection technique that allows users to select items from a 

radial/pie menu in the desired menu’s direction. For example, the menu seen in Figure 7 

is distributed into four items. A menu with more than four items, with only four items per 

“layer” of the menu, means users must navigate to a deeper layer of the menu to select 

the desired item (as seen in Figure 7). Research on marking menus has shown that eight-

item menus are the practical upper limit to avoid accuracy problems. This reduces the 

number of depth layers of the menu but decreases the accuracy of selection at any given 

layer. 
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Figure 7: Two layers of a marking menu with four items per layer [48]. 

Marking menus support swipe gestures for faster and more accurate selection than 

the linear selection menus [7]. One reason is that the display of the menu does not delay 

the user; a user familiar with the layout of the menu can simply perform the gesture (i.e., 

the “mark”) required to reach a given item in a sub-menu, without waiting for the menu 

to visually appear. Unlike linear menus, marking menus can be operated “eyes-free” 

since selection is based on movement direction, not the menu item’s position [35].  

The problem with marking menus is when there are eight items or more at levels 

greater than two, which increases the error rate [34]. According to Kiger et al. [28], users 

perform better in selecting single-level menu items even with many objects than selecting 

multi-level menus since the users get lost while drilling down into multi-level menus to 

reach the desired target. Therefore, different marking menu variations such as the flower 

menu [6] and polygon menu [70] were developed to increase menu breadth, which can 

increase selection speed and accuracy.  

Lepinski et al. [38] proposed a method to increase menu breadth using multi-

touch input. In this method, users put their fingers in different combinations, like guitar 

chords, on a touch screen. As a result, different menus pop up, and the user can select the 
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desired menu by swiping in the desired direction on a large touch screen. Their 

experiment revealed that the simple subset of finger combinations is faster than 

traditional marking menus, although most combinations are complicated for users to 

perform [48].  

The count menu [5] is a bimanual selection technique that lets users select a menu 

and items from the menu based on how many fingers are touching the surface. For 

example, in Figure 8, the user employs their three fingers of the left hand to select the 

menu on top (form menu) and their four fingers of the right hand to select the fourth item 

inside the menu (Ellipse). 

 

Figure 8: Finger-Count Shortcuts: the left hand selects the menu bar's pulldown menu while the 

right hand selects the item [5]. 

One hand selects the menu, while the other hand chooses items from that menu. 

Thus, users can choose from up to five menus with up to five items each. According to 

Lepinski et al. [19], the count menu is easy to use and learn. It is also faster than the 3D 

in-air marking menu [52] with the same accuracy [32]. Pollock et al. [48] combined the 

multi-touch feature of count menus with the swipe gestures of marking menus to develop 

the CountMarks menu. CountMarks provides more menu items in fewer sub-menu layers 
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than a marking menu. The fingers of only one hand are required to select the items, 

unlike the count menu. The number of fingers the user touches to the touchscreen 

indicates the item inside each menu. Swiping in a given direction will select the chosen 

item from the menu in that direction. For instance, in Figure 9, by putting two fingers on 

the screen, the second options in all eight menus are candidates for selection. By then 

swiping to the right, the item “Orange” will be chosen from the fruit menu (i.e., the menu 

on the right-hand side, or three o’clock position). 

 

Figure 9: CountMarks technique: the user presses two fingers to the touch surface; this highlights all 

the second options in each sub-menu. A two-finger swipe up would select “fish” from the top menu 

[48]. 

Other research has shown that marking menu navigation is not easy, and users 

may be lost in the hierarchy [28]. Broader (rather than deeper) menus like CountMarks 

offer an easier way to find a desired item [55]. Also, results of the Pollack et al. study 

[48] showed that CountMarks is faster than the count menu and marking menu. However, 
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CountMarks offers worse selection accuracy than conventional marking menus due to the 

possibility of making mistakes with the number of fingers on the screen. 

2.4 Summary 

To summarize, there are many different VR selection methods, with progressive 

refinement being one of the most accurate ones. Yet, despite offering good accuracy, 

such techniques do not offer high speed, especially in densely packed environments. We 

want to design a technique to address remote selection in densely packed environments to 

offer high precision and low selection time by using existing progressive refinement 

techniques. The CountMarks menu technique offers potential improvements here by 

increasing menu breadth and potentially allowing quicker selection (based on how many 

fingers are touching the screen) rather than digging down into a menu. Therefore, we 

propose to combine CountMarks with progressive refinement to select objects, to initially 

select objects in a group, and then use CountMarks menus to choose items inside the 

menu. We argue that this should improve progressive refinement techniques' speed 

without reducing accuracy in dense environments. We describe this technique fully in the 

next chapter. 
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Chapter  3: Design and Implementation of Multi-Touch Progressive 

Refinement  

Selection speed and accuracy are two key factors influencing selection efficiency and 

have always been a challenge for VR researchers. We designed the multi-touch 

progressive refinement technique to improve selection speed while offering precise 

accuracy. We present two versions of the technique: a first version, MTPR, evaluated 

experimentally in this chapter, then an improved version, IMPReSS, enhanced based on 

the results of the first evaluation. 

3.1 Design and Implementation of MTPR 

Similar to conventional progressive refinement techniques, the technique involves several 

distinct steps to accomplish the selection task. Each step is described below. 

Step 1: Selecting Target Area 

Like SQUAD and other progressive refinement techniques, users do not need to be 

precise in the first step of selection. Users first select the general area of the target, the 

same as other progressive refinement techniques. This employs ray-casting, with a 

selection sphere at the intersection of the ray and scene. Objects within the sphere are 

deemed selection candidates. See Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: First step of MTPR, selecting target area via sphere-casting technique. 

Step 2: Showing Selected Objects to Users 

After selecting the target area, multiple objects are initially selected. Then, we distribute 

all selected objects inside a quad menu, similar to SQUAD. Objects are randomly 

distributed (same as progressive refinement) to each quad menu. For the right and left 

menu, we place the objects from top to bottom, and for the top and bottom menu, objects 

are placed from left to right. We start arranging objects from the outside of each triangle 

and continue to the middle of that. The number of objects inside each quadrant of the 

quad menu depends on the environment density (i.e., virtual environments with more 

densely packed objects will tend to result in more objects in the initial selection). If the 

density was low, objects inside the menu were bigger and closer to the center of the 

triangle. Also, horizontal and vertical spaces between objects were more. However, when 

the density was high, objects inside the menu were smaller and placed closer to the edge 

of triangles. In addition, spaces between objects were less, so we could put more objects 

inside the menu. For example, Figure 11 (left) depicts the object distribution inside the 
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quad menu for a low-density environment, while Figure 11 (right) depicts the initial 

selection in a high-density environment. The maximum number of objects inside each 

menu is 16 (maximum number of menu items in marking menu technique was eight) 

according to the size of each quadrant menu, size of each object inside the quadrant 

menu, and spaces between them. Hence, we can support up to 16 (objects) * 4 (number of 

menus) = 64 objects in each menu level. 

 

Figure 11: Second step of MTPR, showing selected objects to users. Left) distributed objects inside a 

quad menu in low density. Right) distributed objects inside a quad menu in high density. 

Step 3: Selecting a Target Object Inside the Quad Menu 

Assuming the desired target object was in the initial selection, the user must next find the 

target object inside the desired quad menu in order to select that. If the desired object was 

not inside the initial selection, the menu would not open and users must repeat the initial 

selection until it is. While the preceding steps of our technique are similar to other 

techniques [28], this step is the main difference in our technique. Thus, we break down 

this step into sub-steps to explain it clearly.  
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Step 3.1 Using Fingers to Indicate the Target Object 

After finding the desired object in the quad menu, users can select it by touching the 

smartphone screen with the appropriate number of fingers related to the target object’s 

position. The technique supports up to a maximum of four fingers. It does not matter 

which finger (thumb, index, etc.) of which hand (right or left) is touching the surface in 

determining this count. As the user touches the screen, the current selection candidate 

object related to the number of fingers placed on the screen is highlighted in yellow. This 

helps users understand which item will be selected. For instance, in Figure 12, the target 

object is the blue book, which is in the first position. When users put one finger on the 

touch screen, all objects in the first position inside each menu are highlighted to yellow as 

guidance, indicating they will be selected if users swipe their fingers in that direction. 

 

Figure 12: Using fingers to indicate the target object step. All first objects inside each menu are 

highlighted due to placing one finger on the touch screen. 

Step 3.2 Select the Target Object by Swipe Gesture 
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After indicating the desired object by touching the screen (as described above), users can 

finalize their selection by swiping their fingers touching the screen in the desired 

direction. As soon as the user moves their fingers in the desired direction, the related 

menu is highlighted in green to help users see which direction they are moving. For 

example, in Figure 13, the blue book (target object) is in the left menu, in the first 

position. To select it, the user can put one finger on the screen, which results in the book 

being highlighted yellow. Swiping their finger in the left direction highlights the left 

menu green highlight. The selection is completed when the user swipes their fingers with 

a specific distance, which is entirely to the edge of the touchscreen through the desired 

menu quadrant. We believed that swiping to the edge is a common action that most 

people perform with their phone on a daily basis (i.e., swiping to the edge to answer the 

phone, swiping to the edge to delete a text message), so it helps them to interact with 

technique easier. Since we are using a smartphone (with a display of 5.8 inches) in our 

technique, swiping to the edge will not be a problem. However, in the future if we want 

to test our technique with bigger touch screens like 20 inches, we need to redesign this 

part and complete the selection task by a flick gesture. 

At present, the technique supports only the four primary swiping directions (same 

as the number of menus in the marking menu technique). However, this could be 

extended to support more (e.g., up to eight) directions and menus, and to display more 

selected items, or to distribute items further across each menu. 
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Figure 13: Select the target object by swiping gestures step. The left menu is selected by the user by 

swiping fingers on the screen to the left direction. 

3.2 Menu Distribution Variations 

When selected objects distribute into a quad menu, two variations happen: 

1. When the number of selected items inside each menu is less than four, users can 

easily select their desired object, as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 (Figure 13), 

in one step.  

2. When the number of selected items inside each menu is greater than four, users 

need to go into a deeper menu (which we refer to as “levels” of the menu) to be 

able to select the target object (to further refine the selection). To go to a deeper 

menu level, they need to put one or more fingers on the touch screen and swipe it 

in the desired quad menu direction. See Figure 14. Since there are more objects in 

the quad menu than the user has fingers, none of the objects highlight in this 
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situation; this step is only used to further refine the selection. After that, the menu 

items from the selected quadrant redistribute, containing items inside that specific 

menu in the fashion seen in Figure 11 (left). They repeat this process until there 

are four or fewer objects inside each quad menu. They can then select the object 

as explained in sections 3.1 and 3.2.  

 

Figure 14: Second variation of menu distribution. Objects inside each menu is more than four, so 

users have to select the desired menu by putting one finger on the screen and swiping it to the right. 

3.3 User Study 1: Performance Evaluation of Multi-Touch Progressive 

Refinement 

We conducted a user study to compare the speed and accuracy of selection using MTPR 

to the SQUAD progressive refinement technique and multi-touch technique. We chose 

SQUAD and multi-touch to be compared with MTPR since all three techniques operate 
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similarly in the first and second steps (selecting the target object from the VR scene and 

distributing selected objects into a quad menu). However, they have some fundamental 

differences in the selection process for the objects inside the quad menu. Our hypothesis 

was that MTPR offers lower selection time than progressive refinement and multi-touch 

for all densities. We also hypothesized that finger error rate is high in all densities in the 

MTPR technique. The reason for the second hypothesis was the uncertainty over the 

number of fingers participants have to put on the screen to select the target object. 

3.3.1 Participants 

We recruited 12 participants (5 male, 7 female). Participants were between 30 and 46 

years old (μ = 33.6, SD = 5.9). We surveyed their level of experience with VR systems: 

58.3% had some VR experience before (used VR 4-5 times overall), while 41.7% had no 

VR experience so this was their first time using a VR system. None of the participants 

were expert VR users (use VR at least three times per week). All participants were right-

handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal stereo vision, assessed based on 

questioning during recruitment. 

3.3.2 Apparatus  

This section describes the hardware and software we used to perform the experiment. 

3.3.2.1 Hardware 

We conducted the experiment using a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU at 4.20GHz 

with 32 GB of RAM, with an Oculus Rift CV1 head-mounted display and two-sensor 

360˚ tracking. A Samsung Galaxy S8 (OS Android 9.0) was used in this experiment as 

the VR controller. Figure 15 depicts the hardware used in the study. Due to the COVID-

19 pandemic, we delivered this hardware to the participants via a contactless drop-off 
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protocol. Other hardware such as the monitor, keyboard, and mouse were expected not to 

influence the experiment, and thus participants used their own devices. 

 

Figure 15: Essential equipment used in the experiment. From left, the first image is related to sensor 

360° tracking, the second image is the Oculus Rift with the Samsung Galaxy S8, the third image is 

another sensor 360° tracking, and the fourth image is the PC we used. 

3.3.2.2 Software 

We developed two applications using Unity 3D. To make the smartphone operate as a 

VR controller, we needed to access the phone’s sensors. To do that, we used the 

PhotonView application [46], a client-hosted networking for Unity. We made the desktop 

Unity application act as a server, and the smartphone Unity application act as a client that 

connected to the server upon starting. We used the client/server model to transmit the 

phone’s gyroscope data such as navigation and rotation axis. The software started reading 

the gyroscope data as soon as the server and client connected to one another. We used the 

smartphone gyroscope data to duplicate the same motions and rotations of the 

smartphone in the user's hand into the desktop VR scene. In this fashion, we could make 
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the smartphone act as a VR controller. This supported the 3DOF orientation of the 

device, sufficient for ray-casting.  

On the server side, we designed a virtual library scene with some bookshelves and 

a table with a TV on it. We also added some books to the shelves and some small sized 

books on the left and right sides of the TV. Users were tasked with finding and selecting 

the blue book, as shown in Figure 16. The book was positioned pseudo-randomly on the 

library shelves. The software also presented the quad menus during the selection process. 

 In the client environment, we designed an empty scene with a ray that had a 

sphere at the end with a fixed diameter in all densities and techniques to select objects 

from the shelves by the ray-casting technique. We replicated the client’s ray into the 

server and showed that to the user. Changing the position or orientation of the 

smartphone updated the ray in the desktop scene accordingly. To select books from 

shelves, the user had to first find the book by looking around the environment; then, they 

had to point at the desired book by moving the smartphone and finally touch the 

smartphone’s screen. After that, a quad menu opened for them to select the target object. 

If users selected a wrong menu or wrong book inside the menu, no other menu opened for 

them, and they could not go to a deeper level to avoid losing any time.   
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Figure 16: The virtual library scene and the blue book as the target to find. 

 We also developed multi-touch and SQUAD techniques to be able to compare 

MTPR with them. Multi-touch technique implementation had two parts. The first part 

was related to finding and selecting the target book, which was exactly the same as 

MTPR. The second part was selecting the target book from the menu, which was similar 

to MTPR’s second version of menu distribution when the number of objects inside the 

menu is more than four. When the quad menu opened, participants had to put their 

fingers on the touchscreen (no matter how many fingers) and swipe it to the desired menu 

direction. They had to repeat this action till only the target book remained on a menu.  

The SQUAD technique [30] was the last technique we implemented, which was 

described in section 2.2.1. 

 Upon starting, the software presented a start-up screen requesting the participant’s 

ID number, number of blocks, and experimental conditions, including the selection 
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technique and environment density (see Figure 17). The software also recorded the time 

users spent to find the target book (search time), the time required to select the target 

book from the menus (selection time), and the number of errors they made in selecting 

the right book and/or right menu (error rate).  

 

Figure 17: Setup menu shown to participants upon starting the program to enter PID, number of 

blocks, selection technique, and density. 

Upon starting the task, a message was shown in the scene, which provided 

instructions to participants on how to continue the experiment (see Figure 18). To 

advance to the next trial (which would randomly put the book somewhere else), 

participants had to press any key on the keyboard after each time selecting that. Upon 

pressing any key, the timer started to count the task completion time. Upon pressing a 

key after the last selection trial, the experiment ended. 
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Figure 18: The scene instruction text box to ask participants to perform the task as fast and as 

accurate as possible. 

 The books on the library shelves were presented at varying levels of density. To 

design the density, we considered the maximum neck rotation (90° of rotation to both 

sides and approximately 80-90° of flexion) [59] for humans. So, we put one shelf on the 

right side (needed approximately 80° rotation from the centre) and one shelf on the left 

side (needed approximately 80° rotation from the centre), which contained different rows 

of books. Then we put up three more shelves and one table with a TV on it between the 

right and left shelves. Accordingly, we defined three different density levels: low, 

medium, and high. We will explain the details of setting books inside shelves next. 

Low density: This included four rows of books on three shelves and one row of 

books on two shelves. At this density, there were a total of 425 books in the whole scene. 

See Figure 19. 
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Figure 19: Desktop scene, low-density virtual library with 425 books in it. 

Medium density: In order to increase the number of books and make the 

environment more cluttered, we first scaled the book models to be narrower to fit more 

books in the same amount of space on each shelf. We then added more books on half of 

each row on top of the previous ones. Consequently, we had 1,058 books in the medium-

density virtual library. See Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: Desktop scene, medium-density virtual library with 1,058 books in it. 

High density: We made the width of books even thinner than in the medium 

density, then we added a full row of new books on top of each previous row for both 

shelves and the desk to make the environment more crowded. Hence, we had a total of 

1,901 books in the high density. See Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Desktop scene, high-density virtual library with 1,901 books in it. 
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3.3.3 Procedure  

The experiment was conducted remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic rendering in-

person studies impossible. To limit the risk of spreading COVID-19 in our experiment, 

we asked interested people first to fill out a screening form regarding having any 

symptoms or being in contact with anyone who has had COVID-19 recently. If the 

answer to all questions was NO, we dropped off the disinfected VR equipment and PC at 

the participants’ home, following physical distancing protocols. To ensure participant 

privacy, we destroyed the participants’ home addresses and contact information as soon 

as we got back the equipment.  

 After receiving the equipment, participants were instructed to first read the 

provided “setup and experiment instructions” file. To ensure a comparable setup among 

participants, we prepared a section in the instructions to explain how to configure all of 

the VR equipment on a table, as seen in Figure 22. The PC and the smartphone were pre-

loaded with all required software before dropping them off to participants. 

 

Figure 22: Equipment set up on a table, shown in the "setup and experiment instructions" file. 
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Before starting the experiment, participants provided informed consent and 

completed a demographic questionnaire online through Google Docs as we asked them in 

the instruction file. Upon starting the experiment, they had to enter the required start-up 

information (we shared related information with them in an email or in the “setup and 

experiment instruction” file). See Figure 22. After this, the software started and the 

experiment began. We put an instruction text inside the VR scene that asked participants 

to perform the task as fast and as accurately as possible (see Figure 18). For each density 

with each technique, participants had to find and select the target book from the shelves 

eight times (i.e., block).  

After participants finished all trials with a given technique, they completed a 

questionnaire about their experience using that technique. After completing the 

experiment, they also completed a “post-experiment” questionnaire to share their final 

thoughts and rank the techniques.  

Overall, the experiment took about one hour, with participants in VR for ~45-50 

minutes following a ~10-15-minute setup. Upon completion, they received a $15 (CAD) 

Amazon digital gift card. 

3.3.4 Experiment Design  

Our experiment employed a within-subjects design with two independent variables: 

selection technique and density. Each had three levels.  

 Selection technique: MTPR, progressive refinement, multi-touch 

 Density: low, medium, high 
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The selection technique was counterbalanced according to a Latin square. However, we 

did not counterbalance density, so participants could initially learn how to perform the 

task at lower (easier) density levels before moving onto high (harder) density. 

Our experiment included three dependent variables: search time, selection time, 

and error rate. 

 Search time: the time participants spent to find the target book on the shelves in 

seconds. This time started as soon as participants pressed any key on the keyboard and 

ended when they opened the selection menu. 

 Selection time: the time participants spent to select the target book from menus in 

seconds. This time started as soon as the menu opened and ended when the target book 

was ultimately selected and the menu was closed. There was no overlap between search 

time and selection time. 

 Error rate: the average number of wrong menu selections (as a percent). 

Overall, participants completed three selection techniques × 3 densities × 8 targets 

(one block) for 72 target selections from shelves. Across all 12 participants, this yields 

864 target selections from the shelves in total.  

3.3.5 Results 

We employed two-way ANOVA to analyze the significance of selection techniques and 

densities. Horizontal bars ( ) in bar charts indicate significant pairwise differences 

with Bonferroni adjustments between different factors.  

3.3.5.1 Search Time 

The two-way ANOVA revealed that the effect of the selection technique on search time 

was not statistically significant (F2, 22 = 1.561, p > .05), yet the effect of density on search 
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time was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 122.052, p < .0001). However, the interaction 

effect between the selection technique and density was not significant (F4, 44 = 1.808, p > 

.05). See Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Result of two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-Dunn analysis for book search time. The error 

bars represent standard error. 

A Bonferroni-Dunn posthoc test (p < .05) on density revealed that regardless of 

the selection technique, low density required less search time than both medium and high 

density, while high density was slowest.  

3.3.5.2 Selection Time 

A two-way ANOVA on selection time revealed that the effect of the selection technique 

on selection time was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 10.946, p < .001). It also showed 

that the effect of density on selection time was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 23.958, p < 

.0001). However, the analysis failed to show any significant interaction effect between 

selection technique and density (F4, 44 = 0.701, ns). See Figure 24.  
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Then we applied a Bonferroni-Dunn posthoc analysis to determine which 

technique was efficient in terms of selection time. An analysis demonstrated that, multi-

touch was faster than progressive refinement and MTPR. 

 

Figure 24: Result of two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-Dunn analysis for selection time. This is the 

average selection time for low, medium, and high density per technique. The error bars represent 

standard error. 

3.3.5.3 Error Rate 

There are two different types of errors possible in our experiment, one being the 

navigation error rate and the other the finger error rate. Finger error rate only exists for 

the MTPR technique and relates to the wrong number of fingers that touch the screen. We 

analyze these separately below. 

3.3.5.3.1 Navigation Error Rate 

A navigation error occurs when the participant swipes in the wrong direction (in MTPR 

and multi-touch) or points the ray in a sub-menu (in progressive refinement) in a given 

menu. When such errors occur, i.e., the participant incorrectly selects a sub-menu, the 
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selected sub-menu simply does not open, and the participant has to try again. We do not 

show any error messages to them to avoid distracting them and increase the search time 

accordingly. This type of error can occur with all three selection techniques. To calculate 

the navigation error rate, we counted all menu selections made by a participant in each 

density. We then divided the number of navigation errors by the total number of 

selections to get the average number of errors per participant. In the end, we calculated 

the average number of errors per density which is seen in Figure 25.   

 

Figure 25: Result of two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-Dunn analysis for error rate. The error bars 

represent standard error. 

 A two-way ANOVA showed that the effect of the selection technique on error 

rate was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 4.042, p < .05). Meanwhile, the effect of density 

on error rate was not statistically significant (F2, 22 = 2.530, p > .05). The analysis also 

showed that the selection technique * density interaction effect was not statistically 

significant (F4, 44 = 0.657, ns). A Bonferroni-Dunn analysis revealed a significant 

difference between multi-touch and the other two selection techniques. We hypothesized 
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that the selection technique influences error rate, and this was confirmed here. However, 

we had not expected such a high error rate with the multi-touch technique. Some 

participants mentioned that this could be related to the low touch sensitivity of the 

smartphone. Of course, the same touchscreen was used for MTPR as well, but since 

participants see fewer menus with it than multi-touch, the error rate was lower.  

We expected that when participants had to put more than two fingers on the 

smartphone surface, the swiping action gets more challenging with the MTPR technique. 

Thus, the error rate increases. According to Figure 25, the results showed that it was not 

as influential as we thought.  

3.3.5.3.2 Finger Error Rate 

A unique characteristic of our MTPR technique is the ability to put multiple fingers on 

the screen to select a specific item in one of the quad menus. This introduces the 

possibility that users might put the incorrect number of fingers on the screen. So, in order 

to select the target object, participants could place the wrong number of fingers three or 

four times or even more on the screen. We therefore analyzed how often these errors 

occurred. Since this error is related to MTPR only, we do not compare it with other 

techniques and report it as a reference for how frequently such errors occurred. See 

Figure 26 — the number on the graph shows the average number of finger error rate per 

density.  

A one-way ANOVA revealed that the effect of density on this finger error was not 

statistically significant (F2, 14 = 0.928, ns). This supports our hypothesis regarding finger 

error rate. This is further supported by some participants mentioning this confusion in the 

feedback after the experiment. 
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Figure 26: Result of one-way ANOVA analysis for finger error rate. 

3.3.5.4 Questionnaire Results 

We designed a questionnaire that participants completed after performing each technique. 

We asked how easy, accurate, and fast each selection technique was and allowed 

participants to rank the selection techniques, providing their reasons. Figure 27 shows the 

results of the questionnaires. According to the participants, the most preferred technique 

was first multi-touch (50%), then MTPR (38%), and finally progressive refinement 

(12%) last. Participants indicated that they most preferred multi-touch because it was 

easy and fast to select objects. Many participants mentioned that they were familiar with 

such actions from smartphone usage. Conversely, MTPR was ambiguous for them, and 

progressive refinement was harder than the other two techniques to perform.  

 Participants also mentioned that the concept of MTPR made sense, as it reduced 

the number of menus, but they found it difficult to determine how many fingers to use to 

select the desired object.  
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Figure 27: Selection technique usability and assessment questionnaire. Label numbers indicate the 

percentage of participants choosing each answer. 

3.4 Discussion 

Overall, our analysis found that the selection technique did not influence search time, but 

density did. When the density increased, search time increased accordingly. This makes 

sense since visual search is known to increase linearly with the number of items being 

searched [4]. 

We hypothesized that MTPR offers lower selection time relative to standard 

progressive refinement. However, according to our results, while selection time is better, 

the difference is not significant. We anticipate that even more densely packed 

environments would further separate these two techniques, i.e., that MTPR will perform 

much faster than progressive refinement. One reason for that is users do not need to dig 

deeper in menus and can select the target object sooner. However, our results also 

indicate that multi-touch is faster than MTPR, likely because of its simplicity and 

familiarity. Users neither need to think about the number of fingers they have to put in 

the screen like MTPR, nor need to move their hand to point the ray on the target menu 

like progressive refinement.  

Another interesting finding was that progressive refinement was the most accurate 

technique. In contrast, the number of navigation errors was high with multi-touch, 
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especially in high density. This could be due to a lack of smartphone touchscreen 

sensitivity, which was mentioned by some participants in their questionnaires. This 

problem could happen for MTPR as well, but since menu navigation is reduced with this 

technique, the navigation error rate decreased.  Overall, while multi-touch was the fastest, 

and progressive refinement was most accurate, MTPR was consistently between them in 

terms of both speed and accuracy (Figure 24 and Figure 25). This suggests our technique 

has promise for situations calling for a compromise between speed and accuracy.  

Finally, we did not compare finger error in techniques since it only exists for the 

MTPR. As we hypothesized, this error rate is high and likely the main reason the 

technique yielded a higher selection time in the MTPR. We decided this was a key aspect 

to improve prior to running another user study.   

3.5 User Study Limitations 

The primary limitation of our study was lack of tutorial/practice session for users. This 

point affected the experiment negatively, since we believe that users were learning about 

techniques during their performance in the low density and thus got better in the medium 

and high density.  

 The second limitation is that we did not run any pilot study before our 

experiment. We could have found out some of our technique weaknesses during a pilot 

study and fixed them before running the first user study. 

 Lack of density counterbalancing is another problem that may also have had some 

influence on the data and user experience.  

Also, we were limited in the number of participants we could recruit due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Although we provided the setup and experiment instructions to 
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participants, there were participants who got confused about understanding and 

performing some techniques intensely, such as MTPR. Also, due to some time spent 

setting up the equipment, we limited the number of trials and blocks to make the 

experiment shorter than an hour for participants.  

3.6 Conclusion 

This experiment revealed that multi-touch was faster than both techniques, but less 

accurate, especially in high densities. This result was opposing to our hypothesis, and we 

believe this result can be traced to inability to determine how many fingers should be 

used to select a given item with MTPR. The next chapter describes the improvement we 

applied on MTPR and the second experiment for which we improved this issue.  
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Chapter  4: Design and Implementation of IMPReSS Technique – 

Improved Multi-Touch Progressive Refinement Selection Strategy 

Results of the first study revealed that participants were confused about the number of 

fingers they had to use to select the desired object in a given menu when using our MTPR 

technique. As we report in section 3.3.6.4, some participants mentioned this explicitly in 

their questionnaires. Hence, we decided to improve our technique to make it easier for 

participants to determine how many fingers mapped to a given object position in each 

menu. We also devised an algorithm to better order objects distributed inside the quad 

menus not to be randomly positioned. We dubbed the improved version of the technique 

Improved Multi-Touch Progressive Refinement Selection Strategy or IMPReSS for 

short. All steps were the same as the previous technique except for step 2: showing 

selected objects to users. The improved version is explained below. 

4.1 Distributing Selected Objects Inside the Quad Menu 

To implement this enhancement, we introduced some predefined invisible spaces within 

each quad menu. Then we dedicated a specific quad menu number and position number 

to them and made a list. For example, inside quad menu number 1, we created a spatial 

position, with x = 0.5, y = 0.2, z = 0.2 (three-dimensional coordinate system) and saved it 

as first position in the system. Then we put some space (i.e., space_x = 1 for objects in 

one row) and created the second spatial position — the space between objects varied 

based on the number of objects inside the menu.  

 Thus, we defined 64 spatial positions, a maximum of 16 inside each quad menu to 

cover all menu levels. See Figure 28. After selecting an initial group of objects via 
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sphere-casting, we mapped the position of the objects into those predefined spatial 

positions and distributed them inside each menu based on the new order.  

  

Figure 28: IMPReSS technique quad menu, depicting book positions as text (i.e., number of fingers 

to select a given item in the menu). For example, the Water book is assigned to position 1; touching 

one finger to the screen and swiping right would select it. 

To ensure that objects were distributed equally inside each menu quadrant (i.e., no 

menu without any objects or menus full of too many objects), we dedicated one object at 

a time to each menu. We first filled all the first positions inside the four quad menus, then 

filled the second positions of them, and so on. For example, when six objects were 

initially selected by sphere-casting (Figure 29, right), we distributed them as follows 

inside quad menus: 
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I. Yellow book into menu number 1 in the first position 

II. Purple book into menu number 2 in the first position 

III. Red book into menu number 3 in the first position 

IV. Grey book into menu number 4 in the first position 

V. Green book into menu number 1 in the second position 

VI. Blue book into menu number 2 in the second position 

Finally, we also displayed each object’s position number inside all menus as text to 

participants (see Figure 28). We decided to show “P” (not the word position) plus 

position number only as a guidance label to prevent making any extra clutter inside the 

menu. 

 

Figure 29: Ordering objects inside the quad menu according to IMPReSS technique. Left) creating 

some predefined spatial positions and dedicated specific menus and position numbers. Right) 

distributing selected objects according to IMPReSS ordering. 

 We designed this to help participants select the desired object as soon as the quad 

menu opens, therefore improving selection time. 
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With IMPReSS, when there are more than four items in a menu, we do not 

display the object position numbers; these are only shown when there are four or fewer 

objects inside each quad menu. 

4.2 MTPR and IMPReSS Technique Limitations 

A limitation of both MTPR and IMPReSS is that these techniques do not work well with 

small touch screens (any touch screens less than four inches), since one finger placement 

on the touch screen may block the whole screen. For instance, it would be very hard or 

even close to impossible to apply this technique on smartwatches (which usually have 1.2 

to 1.7 inch touch screens).  

 Besides, the current handheld smartphone implementation of MTPR and 

IMPReSS requires both hands to perform the interaction: one hand to hold the phone and 

the other to place fingers on the screen. In the future, we can work on implementing this 

technique to use only one hand. Scalability will be an essential factor in that case which 

we need to consider. We can fix the smartphone position by putting that on a handle and 

fix it to a table and make one of the user’s hands free.  

Since the technique is relying on touching and swiping on the screen, touch screen 

sensitivity is an important factor, and users may have a different experience if they have 

different touch screens. Results also could be affected by changing the touch screen. For 

example, if the touch screen sensitivity is high, detecting number of fingers and swipe 

gesture is recognized faster by the device and it decreases selection time. This factor 

improves user experience and affect their ranking in the post-experiment questionnaire as 

well.  
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Another limitation here is that it could be hard to interact and select objects in this 

technique while users are in positions like walking or running. This is because while 

people are walking or running, it is harder to concentrate on the screen to find and select 

objects. It would also be harder to select any object by putting four fingers on the screen 

while they are running.  

 Finally, people who have hand/finger motor disabilities might not be able to use 

this technique since the number of fingers touching the screen matters in this technique.  

4.3 User Study 2: Evaluating the IMPReSS Technique 

We conducted a user study to evaluate IMPReSS, our improved version of MTPR. 

Similar to the first user study, we compared our technique to progressive refinement and 

multi-touch in terms of search time, selection time, and selection accuracy in this study. 

Our hypothesis was that IMPReSS has lower selection time and lower error rate than 

progressive refinement and multi-touch in all densities. We also hypothesized that finger 

error rate in IMPReSS is lower than finger error rate in MTPR at experiments’ same 

densities only. 

4.3.1 Participants 

We recruited 12 participants (4 men, 8 women) for this study. Ten of these had also 

participated in the first study. Since the second study was performed during the COVID-

19 pandemic, we recruited all participants remotely. Hence, we had to drop off all 

essential equipment at participants' places.  

 Participants were between 26 and 42 years old (μ = 32.75, SD = 4.2). We asked 

them to share their level of experience with VR systems in the questionnaire: 33.3% had 

some VR experience before (used VR 4-5 times overall), while 66.7% had no VR 
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experience. Also, none of participants were professional in VR (use VR at least three 

times per week). All were right-handed. All participants had a normal or corrected-to-

normal stereo vision, assessed based on questioning during recruitment.  

4.3.2 Apparatus 

The equipment used in this study was similar to that in the first user study. Like the first 

user study, to avoid spreading COVID-19, we dropped off all main hardware (see Figure 

30) at the participants’ residence, applying social distancing and privacy protocols. 

Hardware that would not influence the experiment (e.g., monitor, keyboard, and mouse) 

were not included as part of the dropped-off equipment; participants used their own 

devices.  

 

Figure 30: Essential equipment used in the experiment. From left, the first image is related to sensor 

360° tracking, the second image is the Oculus Rift with the Samsung Galaxy S8, the third image is 

another sensor 360° tracking, and the fourth image is the PC we used. 

4.3.2.1 Hardware 

In this experiment, we used a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700K CPU at 4.20GHz with 32 

GB of RAM, with an Oculus Rift CV1 head-mounted display and two-sensor 360° 
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tracking devices. We performed the experiment using a Samsung Galaxy S8 (OS Android 

9.0) as a VR controller (Figure 30).  

4.3.2.2 Software 

We used the same software as in the first study (Unit3D version 2019.2.10 on Microsoft 

64-bit Windows 10, Unity Android 7.0) for developing our VR scene on both desktop 

and smartphone. The software presented a virtual library scene, with the objective being 

to find a specific book (Figure 31) and selecting it as fast and as accurately as possible.  

 

Figure 31: The blue book is the target to find inside the library's shelves. 

Participant ID (PID), number of blocks, interaction technique, and density were 

obtained by the software (see Figure 32). Search time, selection time, and error rate were 

calculated while the software was running and stored in an Excel file as an output to be 

used for analysis.  
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Figure 32: Setup menu shown to participants upon starting the program to enter participant’s ID, 

number of blocks, selection technique, and density. 

To further study the effect of environment density, we omitted the original low-

density condition and added a new high-density condition for this experiment. Thus, new 

densities could be described as follows: 

Low density: We set the previous medium-density as the new low density for this 

experiment. Consequently, we had 1,058 books in the new low density (see Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33: Desktop scene, low density of the virtual library with 1,058 books in it. 
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Medium density: The previous experiment’s high density condition replaced the 

medium density in this experiment. Hence, we had 1,901 books in the new medium 

density (see Figure 34). 

 

Figure 34: Desktop scene, medium density of the virtual library with 1,901 books in it. 

High density: We created a new “super” high density condition, with more books 

than the previous experiment’s high density. This used the same five shelves we had 

previously. To make the environment more densely packed with virtual objects, we 

decreased the books’ width, making them thinner so we could place more books on each 

bookshelf. Then, we added three rows of books on shelves with one level and two rows 

of books on shelves with more than one level. As a result, we had 3,055 books in the 

scene for the new (super) high density. See Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Desktop scene, high density of the virtual library with 3,055 books in it. 

Selection techniques were counterbalanced according to PID. We shared related 

PID with participants by email, which assigned them to a group to counterbalance 

condition ordering. All participants completed each density, starting with low and ending 

with high density for each selection technique. We did not counterbalanced density to 
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prevent any ambiguity for users. We wanted them to get familiar with the technique first 

with low density which was easier to interact with. To start the trial, which placed the 

target book on a library shelf pseudo-randomly to select, participants had to press any key 

on the keyboard. The target book was positioned in different pseudo-random positions 

inside each shelf. These positions were different from the first study. Upon pressing a key 

after the last selection trial, the experiment ended. 

4.3.3 Procedure 

We conducted all experiment sessions remotely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. All 

applicants who were interested in participating in the study first had to complete a 

COVID-19 screening form regarding having any symptoms or being it contact with 

anyone who has had COVID-19 recently. If their answer to all the questions was NO, we 

considered them participants and dropped off all essential hardware for each of them at 

their places. We emailed a PDF to participants that included instructions on setting up 

and performing the experiment in addition to setting virtual meetings via Zoom or Skype 

to assist them.  

After receiving the experiment equipment, participants were instructed to first 

read the setup and experiment instructions to know how to perform the study. To ensure 

consistent equipment setups, we included table setup instructions (see Figure 36) in the 

instruction file. The experiment software was pre-loaded on the provided PC and 

smartphone. We sent all instructions and Google forms to participants via email.  
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Figure 36: Equipment set up on a table, shown in the "setup and experiment instructions" file. 

After setting up the equipment, participants read and signed the provided consent 

form. They then completed a demographic questionnaire. After this step, they were ready 

to start the VR experiment. Each participant received a specific PID via instruction 

emails. After starting the software on the PC, they had to fill in setup information (see 

Figure 32) and enter their dedicated PID, the number of blocks, the interaction technique 

(their order was different according to the PID), and the density. Upon pressing the 

accept button, the program started, and the instruction text was presented (see Figure 37). 

Pressing any key on the keyboard placed the target book in a random position. Upon 

pressing any key after the last trial of each density (end of the block), the system removed 

all books from the library shelves, which indicated to participants that the block was over. 
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Figure 37: The scene instruction text regarding performing the experiment as fast and as accurately 

as possible. 

After completing all density levels for a given selection technique, participants 

completed a "device assessment and usability" questionnaire related to the technique and 

share their experience using it. Participants could take breaks as needed between each 

block. At the end of the whole experiment (completing all three selection techniques), 

they completed a "post-experiment" questionnaire and ranked the selection techniques. 

Overall, the experiment took ~45-50 minutes for the VR part, following ~10-15 minutes 

for setting up the equipment. Participants received a $15 (CAD) digital Amazon gift card 

as compensation for participating in the experiment. 

4.3.4 Experiment Design 

We employed a within-subject design with two independent variables, selection 

technique and density, with each of them having three levels: 

 Selection technique: IMPReSS, progressive refinement, multi-touch 

 Density: Low, medium, high 
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We also had three dependent variables in this study: search time, selection time, 

and error rate. These are the same dependent variables as in the first user study, as 

described earlier in section 4.4.  

In total, participants completed three selection techniques × 3 densities × 8 targets 

(one trial) for 72 selections from shelves. 12 participants × 72 = 864 target selections 

from shelves in total for the whole study.  

4.3.5 Results 

Since we had two independent variables, selection technique and density, we employed 

two-way ANOVA. Horizontal bars ( ) in bar charts indicate significant pairwise 

differences with posthoc adjustments between different factors.  

4.3.5.1 Search Time 

Two-way ANOVA showed that the effect of the selection technique on search time was 

not statistically significant (F2, 22 = 2.161, p > .05). It also revealed that the effect of 

density on search time was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 911.721, p < .0001). The 

interaction effect between selection technique and density was also not significant  

(F4, 44 = 0.324, ns). 

To determine a pairwise difference of density, we applied a Bonferroni-Dunn 

posthoc analysis. This revealed that lower densities required less search time than higher 

ones, as expected. See Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Result of two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-Dunn analysis for book search time. The error 

bars represent standard error. 

4.3.5.2 Selection Time 

We applied two-way ANOVA on selection time, which revealed that the effect of the 

selection technique on selection time was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 85.764, p < 

.0001). Similarly, the effect of density on selection time was statistically significant  

(F2, 22 = 25.249, p < .0001). Interestingly, the analysis revealed that the selection 

technique and density effect was statistically significant (F4, 44 = 4.403, p < .005). As seen 

in Figure 39, IMPReSS offered a much faster selection than the other two techniques.  
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Figure 39: Result of two-way ANOVA analysis for selection time. The error bars represent standard 

error. 

 A Bonferroni-Dunn posthoc test revealed that IMPReSS was significantly faster 

than the other two techniques regardless of density. This finding supports our hypothesis 

that distributing books inside the menu in a specific order and providing position labels 

for objects on the menus helped participants select their intended object faster. As seen in 

Figure 39, the multi-touch technique also performed better than progressive refinement, 

especially in high density.  

4.3.5.3 Error Rate 

Like in the first study, we have two different error rates in this experiment. The first is the 

navigation error rate with all selection techniques and the second is the finger error rate 

dedicated to the IMPReSS. 
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4.3.5.3.1 Navigation Error Rate 

A navigation error occurs when swiping in the wrong direction (in the IMPReSS and 

multi-touch technique) or by selecting the wrong menu using the ray (in progressive 

refinement) inside each menu. Note that if participants select a wrong sub-menu, it did 

not actually open in our experiment and participants just had to try the selection again. 

We designed it in this way to reduce variability in selection times due to navigating into 

incorrect menus. 

 The navigation error rate was calculated as the percentage of erroneous menu 

navigations out of all menu selections for a given participant and experiment condition. 

We then calculated the average number of errors per density. Two-way ANOVA revealed 

that the effect of the selection technique on error rate was statistically significant (F2, 22 = 

11.708, p < .0005). However, the effect of density on error rate was not statistically 

significant (F2, 22 = 3.139, p > .05), nor was the interaction effect between selection 

technique and density (F4, 44 = 0.948, ns). Surprisingly, progressive refinement’s error 

rate was higher than two other techniques in this experiment. See Figure 40. IMPReSS 

had the lowest error rate compared to other techniques, which means it was the most 

accurate technique in the second study. It is also lower than the version used in the 

previous study, which suggests the improvements to the technique also enhanced 

accuracy. 
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Figure 40: Result of two-way ANOVA and Bonferroni-Dunn analysis for the navigation error rate. 

The error bars represent standard error. 

4.3.5.3.2 Finger Error Rate 

The finger error only exists for the IMPReSS selection technique. It is defined as having 

the wrong number of fingers on the screen when selecting an item (i.e., selecting the 

wrong item in a given sub-menu due to placing the wrong number of fingers on the 

screen during a swipe). Hence, we cannot compare this error rate with other techniques. 

A one-way ANOVA analysis showed that the effect of density on finger error rate was 

not statistically significant (F2, 22 = 0.291, ns).  

 To compare the finger error rates between the first and second experiments, we 

ran a t-test only for low and medium densities of the second study (which were the exact 

medium and high densities of the first study). We could not include the first study’s low 

density or the second study’s high density in the t-test since we did not have the same 
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densities in the other experiment for them. The result of the t-test revealed that finger 

error rate in user study 2 was lower than user study 1 (t11=1.79, p < 0.05) for mentioned 

densities only, in line with our hypothesis (see Figure 41). This is likely because the 

improvements to the technique between experiments made it much easier for participants 

to tell how many fingers to use on the touchscreen. We suspect that most of the errors in 

user study 2 occurred when participants had to put three or four fingers on the screen. 

Since the phone used in this study was quite narrow, it is difficult to put all three or four 

fingers on the screen simultaneously. In the future, we plan to test the technique again 

using a larger touch screen like a tablet (more than 10 inch screen) to test this hypothesis.  

 

Figure 41: Result of one-way ANOVA analysis for finger error. 

4.3.5.4 Questionnaire Results 

We asked four usability questions from participants after finishing each technique and 

two questions after finishing the whole experiment to survey their experiences. The 

questions were about how easy, fast, and accurate each selection technique was and 
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which their desired one was. We also asked them to explain the reasons for their 

selections, so we could better understand their requirements for further improvements. 

According to participants' responses, IMPReSS was most preferred (58%), multi-touch 

was the second favorite (25%), and progressive refinement was the least preferred (17%). 

Participants mentioned that it was straightforward and faster to select the target object 

inside the menu in IMPReSS. However, some participants mentioned that the swiping 

action was more challenging when they had to put three or four fingers on the screen. 

Figure 42 shows the participants’ responses to how easy, fast, and accurate each 

technique was based on the selection technique.  

 

Figure 42: Selection technique usability and assessment questionnaire. Label numbers indicate the 

percentage of participants choosing each answer. 

4.4 Discussion 

Our experiment confirmed that search time is not dependent on the selection technique 

and is only influenced by density since finding the target book on shelves has the same 

mechanism in all techniques. The new “super” high density we included in this study 

increased search time, as seen in Figure 38, and supports that search time is highly 

dependent on density.  

 In contrast, selection time was impacted by both selection technique and density. 

According to our analysis, as seen in Figure 39, IMPReSS was faster than the other two 
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techniques, which supported our hypothesis. This suggests that our improvement – 

adding object position numbers inside quad menus – worked as intended, allowing 

participants to select the target object faster and requiring less time to think about how 

many fingers they had to put on the screen during selection.  

Interestingly, there is little difference in selection time between low and medium 

density in IMPReSS. The reason is that most of the time, the finger error rate in low 

density is higher than in medium (see Figure 41). We believe that increasing the finger 

error rate has increased the selection time in low density since participants were learning 

the technique and tried to place the correct number of fingers on the screen. The multi-

touch technique was the second-fastest technique in this experiment. As seen in Figure 

39, the IMPReSS and multi-touch techniques performed almost the same in selection 

time, except in high density (IMPReSS performed better). Like the first study, 

progressive refinement was slowest in this study, especially with high density.  

 Our analysis revealed that navigation error rate is dependent on selection 

technique but not density. Progressive refinement had the highest navigation error rate 

compared to the other techniques, especially with low and medium density. In 

progressive refinement, navigation errors occur when the user puts the selection ray in the 

incorrect quad menu or selects the line between the quad menu boundaries. Hence, with 

progressive refinement, high error rates can occur due to careless selection from users 

and selecting between boundaries. Another reason for that could be the imperfect 

calibration between the smartphone and the selection ray, which caused the high 

navigation error rate in progressive refinement.  
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 The finger error rate was lower in this study than in the first. This indicates that 

the new enhancement was helpful. Still, the low-density error rate is higher than in 

medium and high density, which may be related to unfamiliarity with the technique, as 

mentioned earlier.  

4.5 User Study Limitations 

Lack of pilot testing and tutorial/practice session for users, affected the experiment 

negatively, since we believe that users were learning about the technique during 

performance in the low density and got better in medium and high density. 

 In addition, ten out of 12 participants of the second study performed the first 

study as well, so they were familiar with the techniques, which might have affected their 

better performance in the IMPReSS technique.  

Lack of density counterbalancing is another problem that may have some 

influence on the data and user experience as well. 

Besides, performing user studies during the COVID-19 pandemic affected some 

critical parts of the experiment. Since participants had to set up all the equipment 

themselves, we had to consider some time for that and consequently limited the number 

of trials and densities to keep the length of the experiment reasonable (e.g., less than one 

hour). In addition, although we provided all the setup and experiment instructions in a 

PDF file and sent them online, and set some virtual meetings to explain some points, 

there were participants who needed help to perform the task.  

4.6 Conclusion 

Overall, this experiment revealed that IMPReSS is a better selection technique than the 

multi-touch and progressive refinement in terms of selection velocity, especially in a 
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high-density environment. After that, multi-touch is the second-fastest technique, and 

finally, progressive refinement is the third. In terms of accuracy, IMPReSS is more 

precise than multi-touch. In contrast, progressive refinement is not accurate, especially in 

low and medium density. The result of the analysis shows that the enhancement we 

applied on the MTPR improved the selection time and accuracy in this technique.  
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Chapter  5: Conclusion 

We developed a selection technique in VR by combining progressive refinement with the 

CountMarks techniques with the intent of improving selection time and accuracy. We 

called the technique Multi-touch Progressive Refinement (MTPR). After the first study, 

we enhanced the technique and created the second variation, which we called IMPReSS.   

This work focused on enhancing the two key factors of all selection tasks: 

selection time and accuracy (error rate). We ran two experiments to check these two 

factors in two variations of MTPR. Our selection time results were different in each 

experiment due to the improvements we made to our technique between the experiments. 

According to the result of selection time in the first experiment (see Figure 24), although 

fewer menus were opened when using MTPR, the multi-touch technique was faster, 

contrary to our hypothesis. We believe that the reason is that participants were unsure 

about the number of fingers required to select the desired object — many participants 

mentioned this in their questionnaires. This yielded higher selection times. Our second 

study was intended to determine whether resolving this issue would improve the 

technique. Thus, we ordered objects inside the menu and added labels to them to clearly 

indicate how many fingers would be required to select a given item. Familiarity with 

multi-touch from everyday smartphone and tablet use likely also played a role. 

  Results of the second study showed that our enhancement to the technique and 

improving distributing objects in menus decreased selection time, making IMPReSS the 

fastest technique in the second study compared to multi-touch and progressive refinement 

(see Figure 39).  
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The navigation error rate in our technique was low for both MTPR and IMPReSS, 

which means that it was the most stable technique in terms of accuracy between the 

studies. See Figure 25 and Figure 40. In addition, the finger error rate for IMPReSS 

decreased considerably in the second study due to the technique enhancement (see Figure 

41). Still, this error was high in the low-density environment in most cases, which could 

have been due to a lack of experience with the technique; as detailed earlier, participants 

always completed low density first. Therefore, we recommend some test trials (at least 

two) for all techniques before starting the experiment for participants to interact with 

techniques and get familiar with them. We also suggest counterbalancing density in 

future studies.  

Finally, we found that search time is unaffected by the interaction technique but is 

strongly dependent on density. Of course, there could be other parameters, such as object 

size, which affect the search time, but they are beyond the scope of this thesis.     

In the first user study, multi-touch was the most preferred technique since it was 

easy and fast. However, in the second study, the most preferred technique was IMPReSS. 

Most of the participants mentioned that the technique is clear and easy to use. 

5.1 IMPReSS Applications 

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, many businesses are still inaccessible. 

IMPReSS could be helpful in virtual tours of places such as city libraries or museums. 

Users can easily select a desired book or object to read more about it in cluttered 

environments without expending much effort on selection. It could also be helpful in 

virtual learning scenarios, such as learning how to cook. When a user wants to pick 
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objects (e.g., cooking utensils or ingredients) from shelves or cabinets, they can select 

their required object very quickly using this technique [42].  

In addition, since both MTPR and IMPReSS are lowering the number of opened 

menus, it could be helpful in any situation that the number of selectable objects is high. 

For example, in any shooting game, we can use this technique to select or switch between 

guns in less time.  

5.2 Conducting Remote Experiments  

The biggest challenge we faced in this thesis was performing user studies during the 

COVID-19 pandemic since we had to carry out all user studies remotely. In this 

subsection, we summarize our experience running studies remotely during the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 The first problem was about designing the experiments. Since participants had to 

experiment in their homes, they needed extra time setting up the equipment. 

Consequently, we had to reduce the number of trials and blocks to manage the whole 

experiment to be close to one hour. While we had considered including other conditions, 

like target size or additional densities, we decided to exclude these to keep the 

experiment length reasonable. 

 We also had to consider safety (e.g., participants bumping into things while in 

VR), hardware equipment disinfection protocols, and setup consistency between 

participants. To manage the safety problem, we asked participants to sit on a chair in 

front of the monitor and only move their hands close to themselves. Since participants did 

not need to stand, walk, or have large hand movements in the space, we were not worried 

about any bumping or injuries resulting from performing the experiment. To ensure all 
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equipment was disinfected, we used a disposable face cover for HMD. We also sanitized 

all the hardware equipment after each use and/or quarantined them for 1-2 days; this 

process introduced bottlenecks into the experiment process.  

 Lastly, we installed a specific software on the smartphone. Consequently, we 

could not ask people who had personal VR hardware to experiment with their own 

equipment since they needed the prototype. Besides, each participant needed to have all 

the equipment in their place for at least a day to have adequate time to do the experiment.  

These problems caused more effort on our end and made the user study longer than we 

expected since we had to quarantine/sanitize equipment after each participant.   

5.3 Thesis Conclusion  

Two key factors we were aiming to achieve in this thesis were decreasing time in a 

selection technique while increasing the accuracy. Our experiments demonstrated that our 

new selection technique – which combined elements of CountMarks and progressive 

refinement – offered lower selection time and higher accuracy than the other two 

techniques. It was also shown in our experiments that object search time is not related to 

the technique at all, although unsurprisingly, density affects this.  

We recommend using IMPReSS to select objects in highly dense VR 

environments. However, bigger target sizes were not included in this thesis and should be 

investigated in future studies. Also, we recommend using IMPReSS for applications 

when careful selection is not required in the first step.  

 Our experiments also revealed that the multi-touch technique is one of the users’ 

favorite ones since it is easy to understand and interact with; nonetheless, IMPReSS is 

much faster and more accurate.  
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5.4 Future Work 

For future work, we would like to focus on increasing the number of menus from four to 

eight (based on the four cardinal and four intercardinal navigation directions), which 

means we need to add new swipe directions inside the menu as well. We would also like 

to investigate different object sizes in different densities to measure the influence of 

object size in our technique. It would also be noteworthy to test the technique with 

different touch screen sizes to see the effect of larger or smaller screens on the technique. 

Interacting with the technique with various user positions like standing or walking would 

also be an interesting idea to work. We can also mix this technique with voice 

commands. In that situation, rather than touching any screens, users can see their desired 

object's position in IMPReSS and select the object by voice command. Finally, we would 

like to design an experiment closer to real-world applications rather than focusing on 

selecting one specific object.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A   

A.1 COVID-19 Screening form 
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A.2 Invitation Email  
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A.3 Contactless Drop-off Email 
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A.4 Setup and Experiment Instructions 
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A.5 Consent Form 
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A.6 Pre-Experiment Questionnaire 
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A.7 Usability and Device Assessment questionnaire _ MTPR and IMPReSS 

Technique 
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A.8 Usability and Device Assessment questionnaire _ Multi-touch Technique 
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A.9 Usability and Device Assessment questionnaire _ Progressive Refinement 

Technique 
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A.10 Post_Experiment Questionnaire  
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